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improved listening comprehension
through video
william E rand
university of south florida

unfortunately for many students listening to audio tapes produces the same results

as trying to learnleam a language over the telephone frustration and boredom yet few

TESOL instructors would advocate disposing of audio tapes perhaps our repertoire of

tools while effective to a large extent needs simply to be augmented despite our best

efforts as teachers the second language classroom especially the EFL classroom simply

lacks some of the prime ingredients of the human interactive aspects of language learning

needed to aid comprehension and make learning meaningful

comprehensible input and cultural cues

the typical foreign language classroom lacks sufficient depth in supplying the non-

linguistic cues that aid listening comprehension one reason could be an overly narrow

definition of comprehensible input one of the obvious things we all know is the fact

that we communicate with our facial expressions clothing gestures tone of voice as

well as through spoken or written words fanselow 1992 p 148 in addition the rate

of delivery eye contact body language schemata situational contexts and especially

cultural references aid native speakers in comprehending a message

the language redundancy provided by these nonlinguisticnon linguistic cues fills in

communication gaps and reinforces and clarifies meaning not written scripts of
conversation As is the typical language classroom can provide only a single model in

the teacher and limited support in the form of modified discourse print sources including

scripted textual drills computers and photographs such models and techniques are

effective nevertheless studies eg hanley herron and cole 1995 suggest that more
is needed to provide truly comprehensible input the use of video can fill the gap

jorden 1991 says the linguistic code is only part of the challenge of learning a

foreign language the delivery system must be analyzed and drilled with equal emphasis
and video is an ideal medium for this component of foreign language learning p 386

this delivery system includes nonlinguisticnon linguistic conversation cues within cultural and

situational contexts which supply redundancies and elaborations that native speakers and

nonnativenon native speakers alike use in normal listening comprehension video based language
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classes can present the whole delivery system comprehensible input redefined in a

framework that also addresses psychological needs of the students such as attitude

before video based learning can be considered seriously however definitions of
comprehensible input in the classroom need to be expanded to include not only modified

discourse but also cultural and other nonlinguisticnon linguistic cues as well as the effect of class

materials and teaching methodology on student attitudes and motivation to learn

theorists today stress the importance of providing the language learner with

contextualized and meaningful input herron 1994 p 190 such input suggests much

more than listening to speech and reading regardless how varied and interesting the

supplemental material may be krashen 1988 says there are basically two ways in

which the teacher can aid comprehension linguistic and nonnonlinguisticlinguistic p 334 this
type of contextualized and meaningful input including the nonlinguistic nearly

completes the definition of comprehensible input that students need to fully acquire a

second language

research on the benefits of video learning

nonlinguisticnon linguistic cues and the specificsspecifies of video notwithstanding several studies have

shown that syntactic modifications such as restatements or other forms of repetition
provide information redundancies and elaborations rubin 1994 p 203 that aid

language students in listening comprehension one study by chaudron in 1983 and

another by chiang and dunkel in 1992 showed that redundancy improved listening

comprehension chiang and dunkel found that modification repetition of constituents

paraphrase and use of synonyms works best with high intermediate students as compared
to low intermediate students rubin 1994 p 203 studies by pica young doughty
and glisan found similar evidence that redundancy helps listening comprehension for low
intermediate and advanced students respectively rubin 1994 p 203

it is reasonable to deduce that other forms of redundancy and elaboration may
likewise aid in listening comprehension and effective listening in the classroom can itself
act as a marker or advance organizer for comprehending later reading passages the use

of video can therefore potentially aid language students in not only listening
comprehension but also reading comprehension furthermore acquired cultural and

contextual cues provided by video learning may enhance an ESL students comprehension

of class lectures in the target language

research studies support the idea that contextual cues related to the language culture
can serve as one form of redundancy and elaboration that aids listening comprehension

schumannsschumannnSchumanns acculturation model holds the premise that acculturation and hence SLA
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is determined by the degree of social and psychological distance between the learner and

the target language culture ellis 1988 p 305 language teachers report success in the

classroom with cultural studies rivera who teaches spanish classes at artesia high

school in artesia california includes cultural studies in her classes discussions of

culture are conducted entirely in the target language aided by props maps and a lot of

visuals richard amato 1988 p 271272271 272

jorden 1991 advances the theories of cultural language acquisition with the concepts

of acquired culture versus learned culture jorden defines acquired culture as

the mindsetmindretmind set the patterns of behavior generally outside the
consciousness of natives of the society acquired culture like acquired
spoken language is gained without awareness and it becomes so much
a part of natural automatic daily behavior that it is often assumed by
natives to be universal human behavior p 384

learned culture by contrast is cultural behavior that is studied much like krashensashensKr

concept of learned knowledge jorden 1991 p 384 of course cultural studies are

already part of many foreign language classrooms such as riveras in california these
are effective in the area of learned culture however jorden makes a further observation
target native instructors are particularly apt to overlook the need for acquired

culture instruction p 385 this is where video instruction can be of immense help in

the classroom

of all the new technologies being adapted for foreign language study video held the

most promise for introducing the learner to a spoken language with a cultural orientation
jorden 1991 p 386 since culture is but one nonlinguisticnon linguistic cue that aids both listening

and reading comprehension jordens view is not surprising several studies have

concluded that the use of video improves listening comprehension for instance rubin
1994 found that the listening comprehension of high beginning spanish students who

watched dramas on video improved significantly over students who received no video

support for their listening training p 204 in another experiment by secules et al

second semester university french students were divided into control and experimental

groups with the control group using a direct method text and the experimental group using

the french in action video series the experimental group scored higher overall in

listening comprehension than the control group rubin 1994 p 205 also herron et

al found that for first year university french students listening comprehension improved

more after one years exposure to a video based curriculum than after the same length of
exposure to a text and audio based curriculum rubin 1994 p 205
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apparently the language comprehension of nonnativenon native speakers benefits as much as

that of native speakers from a total delivery system of linguistic and culture specific non-

linguistic input in fact vogely 1995 broadly and appropriately defines language

comprehension as a process of constructing meaning based on multidimensional

relationships between the learner and all of the internal and external influences and the

intrinsic and extrinsic elements involved in that learners reality p 41 A video based

curriculum can address all of those issues within their cultural contexts in a way that

textbooks and audio tapes alone cannot

video in the classroom

baltovabartova 1994 says in real life listening comprehension we not only listen but

more often than not view the message as well and interpret the two modes of information

in a similar way p 508 video tapes provide the two modes and so have proven much

more interesting with their engaging stories cultural contexts and listeningviewinglistening viewing

interaction theme results of herrons studies favored the advance organizer video
condition herrons conclusions are that use of an advance organizer enhances student

comprehension of a foreign language video and that simply providing video material is

not enough p 194 the likely order of class material would be advance organizer for

the video followed by the video with class reinforcement and a second viewing and

ending with a written text in this context advance organizers work in a way similar to

schemata but are not precisely the same in 1960 ausubel used this term to describe a

process of linking the unfamiliar to what is already known by the learner hanley et

al 1995 p 57

in this case the unfamiliar is the video scenario and depending on the nature of the

course an accompanying written text the teacher should choose a video based on the

content area lesson conversational topic greetings telling time etc or the written text
instructional videos movie or daytime TV segments or taped commercials are all

appropriate for further inspiration teachers can peruse the french in action or destinosdestinesdespinesDesDe tinosstines
an introduction to spanish video series the lessons presented are all designed for
enhanced comprehension within an informative cultural context and entertaining story

try to find similar tapes in english in which the language is spoken clearly and relatively

slowly

depending on the class level and content the video could run from one to thirty

minutes from the prepared video tape the teacher would then prepare an advance

organizer consisting of three segments the first is a casual class discussion to lower the
affective filter such a discussion familiar to ESL and EFL teachers would introduce the

video topic along with two or three relevant vocabulary words the second introduced or
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not depending on the teachers philosophy is a more complete vocabulary list introduced

verbally and in written form including flash cards pictures or any other instructional aids

the third segment would include any new grammatical forms which the teacher wants to

introduce through the video

if the grammar lesson concludes the first days class the next class would begin with

a short review of the vocabulary and topic depending on the nature of the course this

can include journal writing the teacher then shows the video for the first time allow
students to work in small groups following the video encourage students to use the new

vocabulary as they respond to pictures realia or discussion questions relevant to the

material covered in the video A general class discussion can follow

the next class segment begins with a second viewing of the video followed by a first

silent reading of the accompanying text and a multiple choice or truefalsetrue false comprehension

check or the comprehension check alone if the class focuses on conversation after the

individual work pair students or sit them in small groups have them discuss their

answers orally with the teacher moving from group to group students should be

encouraged to reread confusing parts model how they arrived at their answers discuss

vocabulary etcetera the segment can conclude with a third viewing for lower levels and

then the teachers preferred assessment tool

conclusion

student interest and comprehension should both rise significantly with the addition of

the videotape to the lesson however a videotape is not a complete lesson plan research
results suggest that video would work well as a comprehension aid to augment not

replace traditional classroom methodology within well defined parameters the video

does not become culturally enhanced comprehensible input without a teachers moderation
and a good advance organizer
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